We welcome the renewed interest in the therapeutic potential of psychedelic compounds. In their recent editorial, Sessa & Johnson1 echo the fervent research climate of psychedelics spanning the 1950s and 60s. They suggest that psychedelics may cause prolonged changes in participants’ personalities and attitudes following mystical–spiritual experiences. This unique and exciting potential mechanism of action certainly warrants the current renaissance in psychedelic research, and has important implications for study design and participant selection. As we move towards re-exploring the clinical applications of psychedelics, however, we must appreciate that the phenomenology of the psychedelic experience is likely to depend not only on the drug’s pharmacodynamic properties, but also on the makeup of the participant (‘set’) and the environmental context (‘setting’) in which the drug is administered.

Recent work suggests that the potential importance of set in the psychedelic experience should not be overlooked. Hallucinogenic compounds act via the serotonergic 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptor to affect experience and behaviour. Genetic and neuroimaging evidence suggests that inter-individual differences in serotonergic neurotransmission relate to personality differences and vulnerability to psychiatric illness.2 Relatedly, research with hallucinogenic compounds has reported sustained changes in personality traits and behaviour.3 Moreover, reports from individuals who have taken hallucinogenic compounds suggest that the quality of the experience (whether the ‘trip’ is good or bad) has some connection to the attitude and particular psychological landscape of the individual.4 Finally, a closer look at the psychological profile of participants who volunteer for these studies reveals that they may not be representative of the general population, and in particular may be more open to new experiences.5 Together, these ideas suggest that the effect of a hallucinogenic compound on an individual’s experience has complex links with their neurobiological and psychological composition.

The quality of the psychedelic experience is also inextricably linked to the environmental and social setting. In the late 1960s, several studies strove to isolate the action of a drug from external influence, including concomitant therapy.4 Their efforts generated less promising results than studies that, by design, emphasised the importance of the setting.5 As an illustrative example, one study found sensory deprivation to be antagonistic to the ‘LSD experience’.6 Consequently, the relationship between the psychedelic experience and the setting must be considered in experimental design. Even a structured test or interview can radically alter the resulting phenomenology.7

We propose that a fruitful future research programme investigating the therapeutic potential of psychedelic compounds must take the complex interaction between set and setting into account in its participant recruitment and study design. By acknowledging this association, future research will be in a position to understand the full breadth of the psychedelic experience and its potential clinical applications. Although practically challenging, such a comprehensive approach will allow us to re-examine the perhaps premature assertions of the mid-1970s that psychedelics had no therapeutic applications.5

---
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The implications of Leuchter et al’s research not only have potential for our further understanding of placebo responses in clinical trials, but also bring into question the pharmacological advantage of antidepressant medication over placebo in clinical outcomes for depression. Their findings warrant full evaluation so that they can be considered within the context of the wider research base. However, an accurate appraisal is currently limited by a lack of clarity in the methodology presented. We suggest several areas in which further clarification could assist critical appraisal.

First, the use of the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) as a measure of depression severity warrants discussion. A 2014 literature review failed to find evidence to support its use, describing it as irretrievably flawed. Interestingly, many scale items were not found to sufficiently contribute to the measure of depression severity.2 Without a valid measure of severity, can we be assured that participants met criteria for at least moderate depressive symptoms at baseline? Any failure to exclude those with milder symptoms could also account for the similar outcomes demonstrated in pill-taking groups. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence advocate the avoidance of antidepressant prescription in those with less than moderate depressive symptoms, because of the poor risk–benefit ratio.3

In terms of the study design, the sample size appears to be smaller than one would anticipate. This is not helped by the significant, 24% loss to follow-up. Given that the report does not reference a power calculation, are the authors able to provide clarity regarding their choice of sample size?

The process of recruitment also requires clarification. Recruitment via advertisement can be prone to selection bias and can account for loss of external validity within studies.4 We suggest that advertisement recruitment may have attracted participants particularly keen to seek active treatment, possibly in order to avoid healthcare expenditure. It is understood that random allocation of recruited participants took place. Further clarification regarding this process would be helpful.

It is also understood that research coordinators were blinded during supportive-care interactions. Double-blinding is clearly essential in a study that involves a subjective outcome measure. Given that the research coordinators were often trained nurses, we raise the concern that they may have recognised relevant side-effects and unintentionally deduced a participant’s group assignment. With any loss of their impartiality, clinicians form expectations and these have the power to significantly influence outcomes.5 As trained nurses, it is also likely that their interactions might have provided therapeutic input aside from that considered by the authors.6

Are conclusions overstated for placebo response?

With the above concerns in mind, we suggest that further consideration of the risk of type II error may be of value. We would be interested in the extent to which the authors have explored the potential for type II error and welcome their response.3
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Author’s reply: Dr Corbyn and Dr Kripalani’s statement that our report ‘brings into question the pharmacological advantage of antidepressant medication over placebo’ is not warranted because our study was designed only to elucidate factors contributing to the placebo response in clinical trials. High placebo response rates in major depressive disorder (MDD) commonly lead to ‘failed’ trials (i.e. no statistical difference between drug and placebo). The fact that the medications showed numerical but not statistically significantly greater efficacy than placebo therefore is not surprising. Corbyn & Kripalani suggest that the lack of statistical difference could represent a type II error. They are correct that we had limited power to detect such a difference, but this is not an error per se because the study was neither designed nor powered to examine the question.

Prior work has suggested that medication might not offer greater benefits than placebo except in moderate to severe depression. Corbyn & Kripalani question whether the symptom severity in our sample was adequate to test our hypotheses. They specifically question our use of the HRSD, which they describe as ‘irretrievably flawed’, and ask whether they ‘can be assured that participants met criteria for at least moderate depressive symptoms’. First, as stated above, our aim was not to compare the efficacy of medication and placebo, so this concern is not relevant to the conclusions of our report. Second, all participants had diagnoses of MDD established using a structured interview instrument (Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview). Third, while there is no perfect symptom rating scale, the HRSD is the most widely used in clinical trials and does have some advantages over other instruments. The required score of >17 ensured that all participants met a commonly used threshold for depression treatment trials.

Corbyn & Kripalani also ask for clarification regarding our choice of sample size. The study was powered to test our primary hypotheses, and the adequacy of the sample size can be assessed in part through the effect sizes of the regression analyses presented in Table 3 (p. 447). Our analyses examining expectations as predictors of outcome yielded highly significant results.

Corbyn & Kripalani also express concern that ‘recruitment via advertisement can be prone to selection bias and account for loss of external validity within studies’. All recruitment methods may introduce selection bias by including only a subset of those with MDD. For example, recruiting participants from a clinic biases a sample towards those who are better equipped to seek conventional care and who want only bona fide medication treatment, as opposed to those who may face barriers in accessing a clinic and are willing to possibly receive placebo in a research study. Because advertising for participants is a widely employed method for treatment research in MDD, our findings are likely to be relevant to other treatment study populations.

Additionally, Corbyn & Kripalani’s raise questions about the effectiveness of the treatment binding in this study. We cannot determine whether there was any interaction between treatment assignment and nurses’ symptom ratings. It is important to note, however, that rates remained blinded to the primary measure of interest in our results (expectation of the effectiveness of medications). Because these were formed at baseline, there was no possible influence of the nurses on this measure. Furthermore, as Corbyn & Kripalani point out, there was no significant difference in depression treatment outcomes between medication and placebo treatment. It therefore seems unlikely that imperfections in the blinding would have been a significant contributor to our results. They also question whether ‘suicidal behaviour’ may have confounded our study results. Participants with any significant suicidal ideation were excluded from this study because of the possibility of placebo treatment.

Our report identified a novel form of expectation that contributed to heterogeneity in response to placebo. Corbyn & Kripalani’s letter highlights the fact that the design of the clinical trial itself also may contribute to heterogeneity in outcome. Their analysis underscores the need for future studies to examine the role of expectations in placebo response to confirm our results.
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Improving assessment and treatment of physical health problems in people with severe mental illness: the case for a shared IT system

The poor assessment and treatment of physical health problems in people with schizophrenia found by Crawford et al is sadly not surprising.

The methodological problems that became evident in the pilot phase mirrors the problems faced in practice – many trusts do not have up-to-date physical health monitoring and these must be requested from primary care. Clinicians in mental health services interested in getting this information and who want to actively take part in physical health assessment and treatment have to, like Crawford et al, write to the general practitioner (GP) requesting this information and hope for a timely response.

Out of hours, there is no simple way of checking current medication, physical health conditions and allergies: information that is readily available on primary care databases. Many clinicians in mental health spend considerable time contacting GP practices to request investigations and results. Conversely, GPs are often frustrated at not finding out about changes in management plans and psychotropic medication quickly enough. This system of care is not conducive to the urgent need to improve physical healthcare for this group of patients.

A shared IT platform for primary care and mental health services, with up-to-date information on physical health such as
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blood pressure, smoking, weight, body mass index, blood tests, electrocardiograms, physical health conditions and their management, current medication and allergies, would surely result in improved efficiency and patient safety, and go some way to reconnect, if not integrate, physical and mental health treatment. If this is beyond our capabilities, then certainly electronic access to some version of primary care records is surely not?

I note the authors’ affiliation with the Centre for Quality Improvement at the Royal College of Psychiatrists and I would hope that such a project is high on the agenda. An improved system would come as a huge relief to many clinicians, especially trainees, who work with these issues every day and might even encourage them to become more involved in the physical health management of their patients.

Unfortunately, primary care services are not incentivised to monitor physical health assertively in those with schizophrenia and many in this patient group do not regularly attend their primary care service. Patients who attend secondary care services are increasingly being offered monitoring of physical health conditions as well as treatment in this setting. A shared IT system would certainly help improve the efficiency of such initiatives and allow for a more integrated approach, to the benefit of all parties.
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